
PRODUCT BRIEF

Modernize your diagnostic toolbelt  
with SAS® Enterprise Session Monitor

The Issue 
Customers rely on SAS for their business. Running programs and models to populate data 
marts for reporting, plus running models for AML, credit scoring, forecasting, etc. They can 
have dozens, hundreds or thousands of people consuming reports and writing programs  
in the normal course of business. Ensuring that those systems are up, stable and performant  
is critical to allowing people to do their work in a timely and reliable fashion. 

The Challenge 
It’s very important that your SAS applications are up and running with the performance  
you need. When this doesn’t happen, you need an easy way to understand what has 
occurred and have the insights to resolve the issue. Capturing the vital signs of your busy 
SAS platform is crucial for making important decisions, but it can be difficult and time-
consuming. The SAS developer needs a much faster and more detailed feedback loop 
when developing new SAS programs.

Our Approach
SAS Enterprise Session Monitor gives administrators and developers the ability to understand 
how and where system resources are being consumed. This allows them to proactively 
perform deep-dive root cause analyses, better design processes and implement changes  
to get systems back up and running.

SAS Enterprise Session Monitor is an observability tool that helps you collect, analyze  
and present data about your SAS applications like never before. It records detailed system 
and application-level metrics for every session of SAS that is executed on a machine.  
We approach the problem by providing software and services to help you:

• Maximize resource utilization through advanced batch schedule optimization, 
performance tuning and cooperative resource sharing.

• Lower total cost of ownership, whether in the cloud or on-site. Reduce the number of 
incidents, accelerate time to resolution and eliminate missed SLAs on your business-
critical applications.

• Improve the developer experience through self-service root cause analysis and workload 
management. Empower users and have confidence in the quality of development 
before something is promoted to production.

• Accurately allocate costs in multi-tenant environments by easily breaking down platform 
resource use by team or department. 
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The SAS® Difference
User workload management
If a user knows that they’ve done something they shouldn’t (such as 
create a process that’s going to eat all the system resources) they can 
now clean up after themselves before other users are affected. They 
don’t need to wait for help from their SAS administrator or IT.

Metrics specific to SAS®

SAS Enterprise Session Monitor tracks (when applicable) the Work 
library, utility files and CAS cache for each SAS session. These are of 
vital importance for maintaining a healthy SAS environment.

Real-time custom chart annotations
SAS Enterprise Session Monitor contains real-time charts that can be 
annotated with events that have meaning to you, such as status 
checkpoints, observation counts and other meaningful information 
about your workloads.
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Close the feedback loop: 
Is my program behaving as expected?

Linking for distributed workloads 
Whether you are running SAS on the grid or massively parallel 
processing on a CAS server, SAS Enterprise Session Monitor knows 
when sessions are linked. Through the user interface, you can easily 
see the performance and metrics for all of your distributed 
workloads.

The SAS developer can also use SAS Enterprise Session Monitor to 
make decisions about an environment, such as how a change to a 
program or model will affect the runtime or system resources 
consumed. 

The SAS administrator can use the data collected by SAS Enterprise 
Session Monitor to solve platform issues in real time by managing 
sessions that might be using all a system’s key resources. They can 
use the data about SAS processes to perform fast, detailed root 
cause analyses on their platforms to ensure that critical applications 
remain performant and stable.

For more information, please visit SAS® Enterprise Session Monitor.
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